To: Faculty Senate
From: John Farley – Program Review Committee Chair
Date: November 29, 2012

On behalf of committee members:

Ken Peffers, BUS; Joe Gilbert, BUS; Jesse Brinson, EDU; Steve McCafferty, EDU; LeAnn Putney, EDU; Jaci Batista, ENGR; John Wang, ENGR; Georg Mauer, ENGR; Margot Mink Colbert, FA; Dana Moran Williams, FA; Daniel Ortega, FA; Bill Leavitt, HS; Antonina Capurro, HS; Barbara St Pierre-Schneider, HS; AK Singh, HOA; Mehmet Erdem, HOA; Karl Mayer, HOA; Lori Johnson, LAW; Jean Whitney, LAW; Levent Atici, LA; Shannon Monnat, LA; Jeanne Brown, LIB; Jennifer Fabbi, LIB; Caroline Smith, LIB; Rod Metcalf, SCI; Ganqing Jiang, SCI; Jeff Shen, SCI; Stephen Bates, UA; Markie Blumer, UA; An-Pyng Sun, UA

Reviews are proceeding for eleven degree programs offered in three colleges (Urban Affairs, Sciences, and Liberal Arts). Reviews of six more degree programs were postponed for a year. Reviewers have been selected.